
COUNTER-CLOCKWISE 

lyrics by Steffen Lemke 

 

 

Every now and then I’m wondering how time is running fast 

And where all of this is going to end and what is going to last 

Every now and then my mind goes time-travelling, pushing back the hands of time 

Ask myself if the best in life has already gone by 

 

We played in bands with meaningful names / Drank too much and puked into the lake 

Our heads were humming of all those birds and bees / We had all possibilities but no ideas 

 

Debating all night long bout ideologies / But in the end we were just victims of biology 

And now I’m getting older I am amazed / Am I about to write a song about the good old days? 

 

Counter-clockwise, back in time / Living close to the borderline 

Raging hormones in a fight / Those were the easy days of your lives 

 

We thought that life was hard, but it was pure simplicity/ Listening to Pink Floyd, bathing in melancholy 

And then first love, a hidden letter and a rose / I still can’t believe she wasn’t cracking up about those 

 

I kissed her lips and then I felt her braces / Not an eyelash could have been fitting ´tween our faces 

Having sex in nightly playgrounds, oh my god / I only see the hygiene aspects now that I am getting old 

 

Counter-clockwise, back in time / Living close to the borderline 

Raging hormones in a fight / Those were the easy days of your lives 

 

And now that all the birds and bees are long gone   

It feels like we forgot the lyrics of our song 

We paid our dues and lost all of our innocence   

We killed spontaneity, erased coincidences 

 

But after all I’m glad those days are over  

No need to find a destination anymore 

And now I’m near you my heart’s beating like a drum  

And I know the best is yet to come. 


